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Oscillators Cover
Multiple Bands
THIS NEW CLASS Of OSCILIATOR SYNCHRONOUSLY GENERATES THE
SIGNALS NEEDED FOR MULTIPIE-llAND, MULTIMODE COMMUNICATIONS
WITH AND WITHOUT SWITCHING RESONATORS OR USING MULTIPLIERS.

0

SCJLLATORS ARE cri1ical to modem communica1ions. They must provide clean, reliable signals for 1uning radios, wilh repea1able tuning, but

without consuming 100 much power. Oscillator designers are now being asked to do more for less. as more functions and frequency bands
are being packed Into elec1ronic communications products such as cellular telephones and wireless-local-area-network (Wt.AN) devices. Next-generation wire-

less communications Ideally will offer the frequency agllhy 10 CO\'Cr multiple frequency bands and communlcallons s1andards. lhls can be accomplished using
multiple oscillators, each with their own frequency tuning ranges.
Alternately, as the source designers al S)'nergy Mlcrowa,-e Corp. {www.syner-
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1. This reconfigurabl•
concurr•nt oscillator
un produc• multiple sigNils for multipt.
r.ctio bands.
{RCO)
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gymwa,·e.com) ha,-e diSCQ\-ered, It Is possible to construct a single reconfigurable
concurrent oscllla1or {RCO) wilh the frequency co,•erage of 5e\-eral voltage-controlled oscillators {VCOs). Synergy's RCOs can support se11eral radio bands (Fig.
I). The)' provlde the perfom1anceof separate tunable oscillmors with signlficantly reduced size and power consumption compared IO separate oscllla10rs, for use
in multiple-band, multlmode wireless communications sys1ems.
Efforts to miniaturize wireless communications hardware have led to compacl radio designs with 1una ble oscillators, such as VCOs, to cover a number of
different frequency bands. l-lowe\·er, 1unable oscillators 1ypica11y exhibit 1radeoffs be1ween phase-noise perfonnance and po",er consumption. Auempts to
develop multiband VCOs with low phase noise often yield large, power-hungry
circuits. Numerous techniques 1ake aim al compact source solulions fo r muhiple-band radio designs, including swl1ching among separate VCOs, using intermodal multiple-frequency clrcu.itS, or swi1ching among mu hipie resonators. But
they are inevitably large, or powe r hungry, or demonstrate poor phase noise. 1•27
For example, switched resonators suffer from the resistive and capacilive
parasitic circuit elementS associated with the switches. Mode swilching has
been used lo select among mu hiple oscillation modes of resonant circuits; it is
utilized in ways that the losses and nonlinearities of the switche$ do nm impact
the s1eady-s1ate and phase-noise performance of the reso naiors. Bui this approach does not involve concurrem generation of signals. and is limited [n 1enns
of achieving reduced source siz.e, power consumption, and design cycle time.
Traditional band-select sources have incorporated muhiple resonamrs, \ICOs, or
other mnable oscilla1ors, but any band•selection switch ine\i tably degrades the
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1>erfom1ance of this type of multiband source.
In Synergy Microwave Corp.'s ne<.v approach, multiple-band
signals are generated concurrently, available for use as needed
(Fig. 2). This new class or osc:lllator (Fig. I) uses higher-order
multlcoupled planar resonators (MCPRs) 10 synchronously
COntn:11~-voc
generate differem frequencies for different bands (and differ•
ent applica1ions). II works withou1 multipliers or swi1ching from 2. The RCO soun::e 11ppro11ch c..n be uwd when multiple
among resonators and/ or oscilla1ors. This allows for reduced concurrent sign.111 •r• needed, 5UCh n from 2 to 4 GHz • nd
complexhy, size, and l)O"'er consumption compared 10 other from 4 to 8 GH:i.
multiple-signal-generation methods, as well as for excellent
Conventional slngle-output osc:illators generate periodic
ph11se-nolse perfommnce o:1g. 3).
What kind of communications device can benelh from such waveforms, essendally a slngle frequency and lls hannonic
a mu hiple-signal source? WL\Ns are among the mos1 popular slgnal componen1s. Tunable oscillators based on higher-order
or wireless applicalions In home and office environment.s, op• resonators can provide multiple modes of oscillation and can
crating within differen1 frequency bands-notably, within the generate multiple, lndependem frequencies, either indMduaUy
14 11
lndustrial-Sclemific-Medlcal (ISM) band from 2.40 10 2.50 GHz or slmuhaneously. •
A single-output tunable oscillator Is a good starting place to
and various bands from 5. 15 10 5.85 GHL A WlAN radio capable of operating within both bands might work with swi1chable design a multiple-band oscillator. A single-frequency !Unable
VCOs, 11lthough a more fu lly lntegra1ed muhimode radio design wideband osc:illator incorporates a varactor-1uned second-order
would be based on a single signal source capable of CO\-ering resonator network to generate a signal al a desired frequency.
II employs an active device, such as a btpolar transistor, tennl•
both bands. such as an RCO.
111e basic principle of a multimode radio Is 10 process 1wo or nawd in a parallel or series lnducti\'e-capaci1ive {LC) resonant•
more sign Ills of differing frequencies al the same time, using only 1uned circuit. A parallel LC resonator netWOrk exhlbitS a high
one 1ransmil/receh'e sign11l•processing chain. Figure 4 shows a parallel resis1ance (or ami-resonance), while a series LC re.so•
frequency plan for a dual-band, 2.4-GHz/5-GHz WI.AN irans- nator network pro\'ides a low series resis111nce (or resonance).
cei\•er system.• II is based on a single 8-Gliz VCO with a divide• Such a design will inevitably be limited by the capabilities of the
by-1wo divider in a frequency synthesizer to generate a 4-GHz transistor, the electrical contributions of lls package, and 1he
signal. This is followed by divide-by-four divider 10 reach I GHL large change in capacitance needed to 1une the oscillator over
These In-phase (I) and quadra1ure (Q) signals are mixed in a a broad frequency range.
A muhimode, multiple-frequency oscillator will require
quadrature single-sideband (SSB) mixer to produce the 5-GHz
1
1
signal which is further di•
:~
;;r:et:~:~k :n:::
vided to obtaln the additional
111&4.eoM
that
circuit
oscillator
vice. An
2.4 -GHzsignal.
•179.01&<1
11123.2005
can produce two slmullaneous
This approach requires
71153.01&<1
frequencies mu.st be capable or
multiple buffer, di\'ider, and
simultaneous negati,·e resis•
filter stages to produce signals
lance values a1 two distinct fre for a dual-band WI.AN radio.
quencies, and a higher-order
The multiple signals could
resonator Is needed for that
also be generated by stanlng
purpose. The order of the resowith lower-frequency signals
na1or is dependem upon the
and adding multipliers. But
number or different frequency
in cases where quadrature
signals/bands desired. Wherefrequency com•erters are
110
as a simple second-order re.so•
- ~-----------~
used, multiplication is rarely
namr network produces one
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used for the final s1age or
freque ncy, a fourth -order reso-~_·_~
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nator network can produce twO
~~e:~~~:lt;:;:\:~;~gg:~ ~ - - - simuhaneous frequencies.
differemial outputs al higher 3. The multiple-lignal OKilLltor 11ppr0Kh cvts powel" consumption
The trick in designing such
11nd size without Merifidng phllse-noiM perfO!'ITlllnce.
frequencil.'S.
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MULTIPLE-BAND VCOs
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4. This fTk!~ pt.n produus multiple WlAN lign1ls from I single 8-0Hl VCO.

6. Ari oscillat« with fourth-order ntsonaton
~n gener1t1 multiple simultaneous output
sig~lt.

an oscillator is learning the values ofnega-

prototype was assembled to generate cillation range (2.45 10 2.65 GHz) than
two synchronous bands. The oscillator's the higher-frequency mode (4.85 to 5.25
founh-order resonators were realized by GHz). With the assis tance or comme rcial
Incorporating two parallel second -order computer-aided-engineering (CAE) softresonators In the base of a bipolar transis- ware, different perfonnance parameters,
tor (Fig, I). The RCO was designed with a such as phase noise (Fig. 8), were simulayout (Fig, 7) that cnn be fobrica ted wi th lated for the two-frequency oscillato r. The
s1andard integrated-circuit ( IC) technolo- requ ired lnduciance values were synthegies, using higher-order metamaterlal sized by incorporating a tuning capacitor
resonators for multlple-concurrent-fre- across the resonato r netWOrk at the base
quency operation. It can be 1Uned across or the bipolar 1ransist0r, achle\•ed in such
two different frequency bands. such as a v.,ay that the tuning capacitor provides
2.45 to 2.65 GHz a nd 4.85 to 5.25 GHz, the required negative resismnce and rewith a considerable reduction in power actance (Inductive or capacllive) at the
consumption and size compared to sepa• emitte r terminal or the transistor over the
rate switched VCOs.
operating bands or interest.
a higher-order oscillator can provide
lntultl\•ely, higher Ind uctance values
The fillers employed In the multimode
more than one resonant frequency. For are needed for the lower-frequency os- oscillator are meant 10 assist with mode
example, a tunable oscillato r wi th ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ leakage, such as when the osclllafounh-order resonator can gener1or d rcuitoscillates in dual modes.
ate either or both distinct frequen The amo unt or mode leakage from
cies w 1 a nd W:z together (Fig. 6).
a gi\·e n design will depend on the
Such a n oscilla1or can be aiSemspectral seteclivity of the succeedbled by synthesizing two inductors
ing filter for tha1 portion of the cirof diffe rent values at the base of
cuil as weU as the design requirean oscillator transistor, such as a
me nts ror the oscillator.
bipolar transis1or, 10 establish the
The phase noise o r the fourt hconditions required for simultaneo rder oscillator, when generating
ous sustained oscillation.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ only one or its resonant frequen To validate 1he multiple- 5. The multiple-frequency oscillators employ higher-(ll'def', des, Is comparable to the phase
frequency osc!Uator concept, a meucmteNll-based rHONtors.
noise or a second-order oscillato r
1ive resistance needed 1osuppon the mul1iple separate frequency bands, and this
lnfonnation can be found by performing
necwork analysis. Such analysis contribUled 10 the design of the multi mode, mul!lple-frequency oscillator unvelled In Fig.
I. The patent-pending multlple-fre<1uen cy oscillator Incorporates metamaterialbased fourth -order resonators (Fig. 5).
An osciUaior \\ith a high -order (>2)
resonator can achie,:e multiple stable
modes of oscillation and generate multiple resonant frequenci es. With a suitable
nonlinear acth-e-clrcuil topology and the
necessary resona tor component values,
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8. CAE software tools -r• helpful in simulating the perfom,ance
par;1meters of the dual-freq~ncy oscillator designs, $UCh H this
plot of phase-noise performance.

9. The me;1sured phase noise of the prototype source is typically
bettel'" than -120 dBc/Hz offset 1 MHz from either tuning range.

e-mail: salesOsynergymwave.com,

synergymwave.com.

7. This layout wu used in the fabrication of
prototype dual-frequency oscillator.

ii

using th e same active 101>0logy and resona tor qu ality factor (Q).
But compared to commonly used
switched resona to r oscillators, the fo urth•
order osciltmor has better phase noise
and/or higher tuning range in VCO
implementations. TI1e meas ured phase
noise of the prototype source is cyp ically
better than - 120 dBc/J-lz offset I ri.rn z
from either carrier ra nge (Fig. 9).
The multi ple- ba nd oscillator requires
only ♦5 VDC and 20 mA bias, a nd delivers ♦ 3 d Bm cypical output power O\'er
both freq ue ncy bands. Fo r mul ti mode,
multiple-freque ncy-band wireless eq uipment, this one source may be the match
many VCOs. Mfff
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